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Professor Nobuo Yoneda (28 March 1930-22 April 1996) 
Dr. Nobuo Yoneda, professor emeritus at the University of Tokyo passed away on 
the 22nd of April 1996. He was 66 years old. 
Immediately after Dr. Yoneda graduated the Department of Mathematics, the 
Faculty of Science, the University of Tokyo in 1952, he was appointed as an assistant 
professor in the department. 
While on the faculty, he stayed at the Institute for Advanced Study of Princeton 
University from 1956 to 1959 and also made research trips to UK and France. 
In 1962, he was appointed as an associate professor of the Faculty of Science, 
Gakushuuin University, and was promoted to the rank of professor in 1966. 
After the Department of Information Science was created in the Faculty of Science, 
the University of Tokyo in 1971, he became a professor of Theoretical Foundation of 
Information Science in 1972. 
In education and research he made many contributions to the department and also 
to the university. On retirement from the University of Tokyo in 1990, he moved to 
Tokyo Denki Daigaku University and taught there until March 1996. 
During his tenureship at the University of Tokyo. Dr Yoneda’s activities were not 
confined to research and education. He contributed much to the development of 
Information Science at the university by serving as chairman of many committees 
including the program library committee of the Computer Centre. 
Outside the university, on the other hand, he contributed much to the educational 
administration by serving as a member of many councils of Ministry of Education, 
Science and Culture including the council of text book inspection. He also made 
outstanding contributions to the industry technology administration by serving as 
a specialist member of councils of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, 
including Industrial Structure Council, and Council for Promotion of Information 
Processing. 
As a researcher, Dr. Yoneda had two aspects. 
One aspect as a Mathematician and the other as a Computer Scientist. As a Mathema- 
tician, he proved a fundamental theorem known as Yoneda’s Lemma in Category Theory, 
which is nowadays referred to in most standard textbooks and papers in this field. 
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As a Computer Scientist, on the other hand, he played a major role in design and 
implementation of an extensible language called ALGOL N, which obtained interna- 
tional recognition. 
His international activities were extensive. For example, he was a member of IFIP 
WG 2.1 and served as an editorial board member of two internationally renown 
academic journals Science of Computer Programming and Acta Informatica. 
In Japan, he had been much respected and he spared no efforts in raising and 
directing the field of computer software, which is exemplified by his serving as the 
General Chairman of Programming Symposium, and also as the President of Japan 
Society for Software Science and Technology. 
We come to appreciate the size of Dr. Yoneda’s contribution by the fact that so 
many excellent researchers and educators who now support Japanese software science 
and technology have been under his tutelage and influence. 
Dr. Yoneda was a quiet man speaking slow well chosen words. He was always 
smiling. Although he was not a musician, he loved playing the piano; often he was able 
to play melodies which he had heard without needing a written score. 
He once taught electronics at the Department of Mathematical Engineering of the 
University of Tokyo. As can be imagined from his base in two fields, his teaching style 
was a quite unique one. Students enjoyed his course. Most Mathematical Engineering 
students failed to discover that their instructor was an algebraist. 
Dr. Yoneda leaves his wife, two sons and one daughter. 
It is perhaps sad that Dr. Yoneda passed away in the midst of the full bloom of the 
cherry blossom season. 
We would like to express our deep gratitude for his kind offices given to us and 
sincerely pray for the soul of the departed. 
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